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Overview	

  What is VEDA?	


  Open-source simulator for AFM	


  Why do simulations?	


  Experiments	


  may involve unanticipated elements	


  expensive/time consuming	


  limited observables	


  Simulations are useful because	


  the environment is controlled	


  provides additional information	




Some preliminaries...	




www.nanohub.org	




Find VEDA 2.0	




Launch VEDA	


VEDA manual!	




What can VEDA do?	




Tip-sample force viewer tool	


Download file	

text file (csv)	

pdf image	


Mouse over	




Force Distance Curves	


Load Example 1	




Inputs	




Inputs	




Problem 1	


  You are trying to determine the modulus of elasticity of a soft 
sample.  You will be fitting an experimental “Tip-sample 
interaction force vs gap” (aka F-d curve) to a DMT model.  
You believe that your tip radius is 10 nm, but in actuality the 
tip is damaged and it is really 30 nm.  	


  What will happen your estimation of the elasticity?	


  Use all parameters from Example 1 except tip radius.	


  Take ~5  minutes to work through this and then we'll go over 
the answer	




Problem 1: solution	




Problem 2 - cantilever selection	


  You are trying to determine the stiffness of a soft biological 
sample.  If you apply more than 200 pN force, you will 
destroy the sample. Your cantilever choices are 0.1 N/m, 1 
N/m and 10 N/m. Which cantilever stiffness will be best and 
why? 	


  Use linear contact tip-sample model, k = 0.5 N/m	


  Hint 1: first determine the maximum Z you can apply for 
each stiffness.	


  Hint 2: think about possible experimental errors	




Problem 2 solution	


  0.1 N/m 
cantilever will be 
the best.	


  Get largest 
observed 
deflection and 
largest Z travel 
for same force 
=> more robust 
if you have 
experimental 
error	




Problem 3	


  You are trying to determine the Young's modulus (i.e. stiffness) of a hard 
solid. The extension of the Z-peizo is limited to 10 nm beyond the point of 
contact between the tip and sample. Your cantilever choices are 0.1 N/m, 1 
N/m, 10 N/m. Which cantilever is best and why?	


  use Hertz, E= 60 GPa.	


  Hint: use Zf = -10 nm	


  Again, think about experimental errors	


  If you get done early, try downloading your problem 2 and 3 simulation 
results into Excel and applying experimental errors to the data.	


  Apply random noise to observed deflection and Z motion, and then convert 
to Force-gap (remember gap = Z + deflection, Force = deflection * stiffness)	




Problem 3 solution	


  10 N/m cantilever will be best.  Applies more force – more 
robust to experimental errors	



